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Thank you for your interest in Studio Emma Sophia and for considering placing 
a wholesale order with me. This catalogue will show you all products currently 
available to order for wholesale, their colour variants and prices. Also, the order 
process will be explained, as well as what you may expect from me as one of my 
customers. Finally, the catalogue will share some background information on 
me and the studio so that you are able to fully inform your customers about the 
ceramics you sell. 

This catalogue should tell you everything you need to know so please read 
though it carefully. If any questions should still arise, please don’t hesitate to 
contact me via the email address: studioemmasophia@gmail.com

intro-
duction
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go easy on glaze colours. Mostly using only white and transparent glazes 
to finish my pieces, or simply leaving them unglazed. The amount of 
glazing depends in part on the functionality of the piece. 

I have several types and colours of clay in use at the studio, which I 
sometimes mix to create new colours and textures. All of the clay that is 
‘wasted’ during throwing or trimming I collect for recycling and to reuse. 
Because of all the different types of clay I use the recycled clay is always 
a unique colour, every batch a little different. 

All my work is made using stoneware clay and fired in an electric kiln 
to 1240 degrees C. It is watertight, strong and dishwasher/oven safe, 
though it is always my advice to treat handmade items carefully and 
wash by hand if possible. 

- 

As previously said I, Emma Grout, am the founder, maker, designer, 
customer relations manager, cleaning lady and social media content 
maker at studio emma sophia. It is a one woman show; not a small 
factory with a team of people.

As a graduate from the fine art department of the Willem de Kooning 
Academy in Rotterdam, I discovered ceramics shortly after finishing my 
fine art degree in 2014. In the winter after graduating I decided to enrol 
in a simple beginners course in pottery to get myself back into making. 
It was a direct response to my BA as there wasn’t much room to make 
things with my hands during my research and concept based art degree. 
It took only one pottery lesson for me to become slightly obsessed. 

It would be a few years of weekly lessons before, in May 2017, studio 
emma sophia was born. I decided it was time to start using my art 
degree and to make a few big changes. So, I quit my hospitality job in 
Rotterdam, gave up my apartment and asked my parents if I could 
move back home. This enabled me to invest all the money I made 
(as a barista) in my studio and business. 

Now,  more than three years later the studio is making money, I am 
working less at my barista job (though I still love doing that) and I no 
longer have to live with my parents. I am now looking for ways to grow 
the studio and expand into teaching and a physical store. 

If you want to know more about me please feel free to ask. Also, follow 
along on Instagram where I am quite active and share a lot about what 
I’m up to.

Studio emma sophia produces small batch 
handmade ceramics. All items are designed 
and made, from a lump of clay to a finished pot, 
by me, Emma Grout, in my studio in Breda, 
The Netherlands. 

I rent my studio space in the former 
Breda prison building, a stunning 19th 
century panopticon dome. My space isn’t 
located within this dome, rather in a nearby 
annex which housed several workshops where 
the inmates used to work in wood workshops 
and laundry rooms.

Because of its location on the former prison 
grounds the studio is not easily accessible 
for visitors. This makes the studio very private 
and secluded, but also difficult for shipping 
companies, supplies and customer interactions. 
In the future I will be looking to move to a space 
better suited for workshops, classes and live 
shopping.

- 

Almost all work produced at studio emma 
sophia is functional pottery; products that can, 
and should, be used in daily life. I want to find 
that sweet spot where a pot feels precious 
but not so much that you’re afraid of using it. 

My main method of making is wheel throwing 
but I also enjoy handbuilding techniques, 
sometimes mixing the two. I tend to focus on 
the colour and feel of raw clay, which is why I 
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We start with 
chapter one.  

All about 
cups & mugs.



Approximate height:  7cm
Approximate width:  8cm
Approximate capacity:  300ml
Approximate weight:  0,2kg

-

Retail price:  €15,-
Wholesale price:  €7,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The Original Cup is so named because it is the very first 
cup design I started selling. Made using a mix of a white 
speckled clay and a darker grey clay, it has a very simple 
shape. It isn’t trying to be anything more than a cup to use 
for your daily cup of coffee (or any other beverage).
 
The inside of the cup is glazed in a white glaze whilst the 
outside is partially glazed in a clear glaze. This way you 
get the best of both worlds, as each glaze brings out a 
different side of the clay body. And where the two glazes 
meet something special is happening too.
 
When you hold the cup you’ll be feeling the lovely clay 
texture at the base whilst the rim is covered in a smooth 
glaze for comfort.

original
cup
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wobble
cup

Approximate height:  7,5cm
Approximate width:  8cm
Approximate capacity:  250ml
Approximate weight:  0,2kg

-

Retail price:  €20,00
Wholesale price:  €10,00
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

This design is definitely a favourite. To me it is the perfect 
balance between a fun design yet keeping it simple, by 
using my signature neutral clay colours and glazes. It’s also 
the most comfortable cup I’ve ever used. Your fingers slip 
easily into the ‘wobbles’ and help you to cradle your cup of 
coffee.
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Approximate height:  7cm
Approximate width:  8cm
Approximate capacity:  300ml
Approximate weight:  0,2kg

-

Retail price:  €17,50
Wholesale price:  €8,75
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

Making the Splatter Cup is probably the only time I have 
fun glazing. With just the simple tool of a toothbrush and 
some black underglaze I go a bit crazy on the bisque fired 
cups. Each one has a completely unique splatter pattern, 
sometimes a lighter dusting, sometimes a more expressive 
‘Pollock’ splatter. After the glaze fun, the cups are glazed 
with a glossy transparent glaze inside and out.
 
The shape and size of the cup is the same as the Original 
Cup design.

splatter
cup
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tea
cup

Approximate height:  7cm
Approximate width:  6,5cm
Approximate capacity:  200ml
Approximate weight:  0,15kg

-

Retail price:  €17,50
Wholesale price:  €8,75
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

Then there is the Tea Cup. A smaller design than my 
others, but also one with a turned footring, elevating it a 
little for more elegance. This is why I’ve designated it to be 
used for tea, but I personally love to use them for wine or 
port.
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Approximate height:  9cm
Approximate width:  9cm,  
14cm with handle
Approximate capacity:  350ml
Approximate weight:  0,35kg

-

Retail price:  €25,00
Wholesale price:  €12,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The Original Mug is very similar to the round handled 
mug. It is basically the same mug body with a different, 
more traditional handle. Where the funky round handle is 
fun, this handle allows your hand to go through and wrap 
around the mug. That is how I like to hold my mugs anyway.
 
This mug is also made using reclaimed clay, glazed in white 
with the rusty effect, and with visible finger marks.
 
Oh and all the mugs are designed for the coffee dripper to 
fit perfectly.

original
mug
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round
handled
mug

Approximate height:  9cm
Approximate width:  9cm,
14cm with handle
Approximate capacity:  350ml
Approximate weight:  0,35kg

-

Retail price:  €27,50
Wholesale price:  €13,75
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

Another fast seller is this mug. Its round handle is thrown 
on the wheel as one tall cylinder. When leather-hard 
(partially dried) it is cut into the individual handles which 
are all turned one by one before attaching them to the 
mug bodies. A lot of care and time is put into each mug.

The Round Handled Mug is made using reclaimed clay, 
which varies in colour but is always on the ‘grey spectrum’. 
For the finish I decided on my white glaze which reacts 
with the clay to give this rusty brown effect. I also choose 
to leave my finger marks from the glazing process visible.
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Approximate height:  8cm
Approximate width:  8,5cm
Approximate capacity:  300ml
Approximate weight:  0,25kg

-

Retail price:  €22,50
Wholesale price:  €11,25
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The wine tumbler is an elegant cup with a tall footring to 
elevate it and give it a visual sense of weightlessness. It is a 
contemporary interpretation of the classic wine glass and 
has been designed with this beverage in mind. If you’re like 
me, you’ll enjoy sipping your wine from a stoneware cup, 
instead of from a glass. I like the weight of this cup, and the 
way I can cradle my wine which feels like a more relaxed 
way to drink an otherwise luxurious drink.

wine
tumbler
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Here we are; 
chapter two. 

Kitchen.



Approximate height:  5cm
Approximate width:  10cm
Approximate weight:  0,4kg

-

Retail price:  €40,00
Wholesale price:  €20,00
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

Coffee. Possibly my favourite drink, definitely my favourite 
moment of the day. I love my morning ritual of weighing the 
coffee beans, grinding them, and then pouring hot water 
onto the coffee grounds to get that perfect cup of slow 
coffee.
 
To add some ceramic specialness to this ritual I have 
designed a coffee dripper for the Kalita Wave filters. 
The dripper has three holes in the bottom to allow for 
controlled coffee pouring. It is designed to fit perfectly on 
top of my mugs and the tea/coffee pot. 
 
Finally, it is designed to fit perfectly on top of my mugs and 
the tea/coffee pot.

coffee
dripper
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coffee/
tea pot

Approximate height:  15cm
Approximate width:  10cm,
15cm spout & handle included
Approximate capacity:  600ml
Approximate weight:  0,5kg

-

Retail price:  €65,00
Wholesale price:  €32,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

If you like to make larger batches of coffee or tea then 
this pot is perfect for you. It is designed to fit the coffee 
dripper and with a handle to prevent you from burning 
your hands. The angle of the spout allows for a good pour. 

And if you’re on a coffee break it makes a lovely vase for 
flowers as well.
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Plates & 
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what you’ll 
find here, 
in chapter 

three.
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Approximate height:  5cm
Approximate width:  18cm
Approximate weight:  0,4kg

-

Retail price:  €30,00
Wholesale price:  €15,00
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The original bowl is great for any meal at any time of the 
day. Your morning oatmeal, your lunch salad and your 
evening pasta. Its size is great for any food needs you 
may have. If you would like a bigger bowl we can of course 
discuss that.

original
bowl
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simple
plate

Approximate height:  3cm
Approximate width:  20cm
Approximate weight:  0,4kg

-

Retail price:  €35,00
Wholesale price:  €17,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

A plate to match the original bowl. It is a very simple, flat 
design, with a double footring for a slight elevation to make 
it easier to pick it up from the table. The throwing rings 
are left visible as subtle decoration.
 
Different size plates can be discussed. They may range 
from 10cm to 22cm in diameter.
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Finally, 
floristry in 

chapter four.



Approximate height:  4cm
Approximate width:  20cm
Approximate weight:  0,5kg

-

Retail price:  €45,00
Wholesale price:  €22,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

If you enjoy a floral centrepiece in your home and are 
looking for something a little different than a common 
vase, this doughnut vessel is the thing for you. 

It is a hollow circular vase, with 5 evenly spaced holes for 
individual floral stems. This is a great vessel especially 
for those of us who enjoy creating artistic floral 
arrangements. 

Because the inside of the doughnut is glazed it can hold 
water and therefore works for both fresh and dried 
flowers.

floral
dough-
nut
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floral
bowl

Approximate height:  8cm
Approximate width:  10cm
Approximate weight:  0,35kg

-

Retail price:  €35,00
Wholesale price:  €17,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The floral bowl is a small floral vessel, a type of vase, 
consisting of a bowl and a disc. The disc fits into a ridge 
within the rim of the bowl to form a lid and it is also pierced 
to allow floral stems to be placed through this lid.
 
The idea is to pour some water into the bowl, place the lid 
on top and then create a floral arrangement by placing the 
florals through the different holes.
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Approximate height:  4-8cm
Approximate width:  4-8cm
Approximate weight:  0,2kg

-

Retail price:  €25,00
Wholesale price:  €12,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The floral blob is a fun little vessel for some floral details 
on your bookshelves or side table. It is wheel thrown as a 
closed form which is pierced with holes after trimming. 
These holes are for the florals. 
 
Each blob is also unique in shape and size. The placement 
of the five holes is also different for each blob. No two are 
the same.

floral
blob
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floral
moon

Approximate height:  8cm
Approximate width:  8cm
Approximate weight:  0,2kg

-

Retail price:  €35,00
Wholesale price:  €17,50
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

One of the very few handbuilt vessels I make are these 
floral moons. Made using the so-called pinch pot 
technique. Two individually pinched cups are attached to 
one and other to create this spherical shape. Because it 
reminded me so much of a little moon the crater glaze felt 
like the only fitting glaze for these vessels.
 
Five holes in the moons make it possible to use the vessel 
as a floral vase.
 
Available in both a light and a dark crater glaze and always 
made using reclaim clay.
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Approximate height:  0,5cm
Approximate width:  9cm
Approximate weight:  0,1kg

-

Retail price:  €12,50
Wholesale price:  €6,25
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

When I make the floral bowls I always make many more 
discs than bowls. Just to be sure I have enough discs that 
fit the bowls, there are always a couple that turn out to 
be a little too big. This also means I have spare discs and I 
found a fun way to use them without the bowls. 
 
Simply take a clean jar or vase and place the ceramic 
disc on top to create an instant floral vessel. We all like to 
create artistic floral arrangements with more control of 
stem placement, this disc will help you do that.

floral
disc
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floral
bud
vase

Approximate height:  10-20cm
Approximate width:  10-20cm
Approximate weight:  0,5kg

-

Price depends on size and weight.
Prices start at:

Retail price:  €30,00
Wholesale price:  €15,00
(21% VAT included)

-

Different colour variants are
available for this design.

The bud vase is a classic vase shape compared to my other 
floral vessels. The narrow neck makes it suitable for single 
stems or simple bouquets. 
 
I like to make each vase unique. To start out with the same 
weight of clay but allow the clay to determine the shape of 
each vase. Each vase has a round belly and a narrow neck 
though. 
 
I also like to leave the outside of the vases unglazed and 
play with different textures as decoration. A variety of 
different bud vases look classy and fun on your dining table 
or in your bookcase.
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Obviously you are to sell the pottery you ordered from me 
as you see fit. However I do ask you to be respectful of me 
and my craft and to do so by honouring the retail price set 
by me as closely as you can.

Please do not feel it necessary to hand out the business 
cards I will provide with the order to your customers. I do 
add them just in case your customers would like to know a 
little more about the ceramics.

If you do share any of the products on your social media 
accounts I would love to be tagged. I always try to share 
any tags in my own stories on  Instagram to support the 
stockists who sell my pottery.

When you’ve decided what you would like to order 
from me you can let me know via the email address: 
studioemmasophia@gmail.com.

Please state clearly the product name and clay and glaze 
colours you’d like. Also state how many of each product 
you want. The minimum order amount for cups and mugs 
is 10. For all other products the minimum order amount is 
5 items.

Your order is not official until you have received 
confirmation from me. It is always possible that I am too 
busy to take on your order at that time. Of course I will 
inform you of this and we can discuss the possibilities.

All items are made to order. This means that I will start 
producing the pottery after an order has come in, I rarely 
keep anything in stock, ready to ship. Therefore please 
understand that it can take several months for me to 
finish your order. How long it will take me to produce your 
pottery depends on the amount of pots ordered by you 
and my schedule. On average it takes 2 - 3 months and I 
can keep you updated throughout the proces if you like.

Before I ship your order out I will send you a video of the 
finished products so that you can confirm that it is all to 
your liking. I will then proceed to pack everything up very 
carefully for shipping.

When we have confirmed the order I will send you a 
quotation. This is not the final invoice and will not need 
to be payed. The final invoice will be sent to you when the 
order is finished and seen by you in a video. I will need to 
receive payment before I ship.

If anything goes wrong during shipping I will cover the 
costs. I do insist on using insurance for shipping which 
will increase the shipping price.

Unfortunately I am not able to cover shipping costs. 
They will be added to the final invoice.

after you’ve ord
ered
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Concept & design 
by Lisa Thissen

Text & photography 
by Emma Grout


